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GABA Synchronizes Clock Cells
within the Suprachiasmatic Circadian Clock
the input side, light appears to reset the core loop by
acutely activating mPer1 and mPer2 gene expression
(Albrecht et al., 1997; Shearman et al., 1997; Shigeyoshi
Chen Liu and Steven M. Reppert*
Laboratory of Developmental Chronobiology
Pediatric Service
Massachusetts General Hospital and et al., 1997).
At the cellular level, several laboratories have nowHarvard Medical School
Boston, Massachusetts 02114 developed methods for monitoring firing rate rhythms
from dispersed single SCN neurons for weeks in culture.
Studies with the tau mutant hamster (Liu et al., 1997b),
Clock mutant mice (Herzog et al., 1998), and normal ratsSummary
(Welsh et al., 1995; Honma et al., 1999) have all shown
that circadian period in the whole animal is determinedThe master clock in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN)
by averaging widely dispersed periods of individualis composed of multiple, single-cell circadian clocks.
clock cells. Our laboratory has proposed an oscillatorWe test the postulate that these individual ªclock cellsº
network model, which predicts that as coupling strengthcan be synchronized to each other by the inhibitory
increases an increasing number of clock cells becometransmitter g-aminobutyric acid (GABA). For these ex-
progressively synchronized until the whole populationperiments, we monitored the firing rate rhythm of indi-
is synchronized to the mean frequency (Liu et al., 1997b).vidual clock cells on fixed multielectrode plates in cul-
Yet, the precise nature of the coupling interactionsture and tested the effects of GABA. The results show
among SCN neurons remains unknown.that the daily variation in responsiveness of the SCN
The inhibitory transmitter g-aminobutyric acid (GABA)to phase-shifting agents is manifested at the level of
has been postulated as a coupling agent for SCN neu-individual neurons. Moreover, GABA, acting through
rons (Liu et al., 1997b). Since GABA is the principalA-type receptors, can both phase shift and synchro-
transmitter of the SCN (Moore and Speh, 1993), it isnize clock cells. We propose that GABA is an important
nicely poised to perform such a synchronizing function.synchronizer of SCN neurons in vivo.
We therefore tested the ªGABA hypothesisº by monitor-
ing firing rate rhythms of individual SCN neurons on
fixed multielectrode plates and testing the phase-shift-Introduction
ing effects of the transmitter on clock cells. The data
show that the daily variation in responsiveness of theThe suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the anterior hypo-
thalamus govern circadian rhythms in physiology and SCN to phase-shifting agents is manifested at the level
of individual neurons and that GABA can both phasebehavior in mammals (reviewed by Klein et al., 1991).
This master clock is coordinated (entrained) to the 24 shift and synchronize clock cells. We thus propose that
GABA is an important synchronizer of the collective SCNhr period by the daily light±dark cycle, which acts via
direct and indirect retina-to-SCN neural pathways. The in the whole animal.
SCN is composed of multiple, single-cell circadian oscil-
lators (clock cells) (Welsh et al., 1995), which, when Results
synchronized, lead to coordinated circadian outputs
that ultimately regulate overt rhythms. Clock Cell Determination and Phase Estimates
At the molecular level, the mammalian clockwork ap- Starting at 2 weeks in culture, cells were recorded from
pears to consist of an autoregulatory transcriptional/ active electrodes for 2 days, and those showing rhyth-
translational feedback loop (Reppert, 1998; Dunlap, micity (20±26 hr period, 50% of recorded cells) were
1999). The positive elements of this loop are two basic selected for long-term recordings (Liu et al., 1997b).
helix-loop-helix, PAS-containing transcription factors, Individual clock cells were recorded for at least 5 con-
CLOCK and BMAL1, which, as heterodimers, appear to secutive days and some were recorded for 3 weeks in
drive E box±mediated transcription of three Period culture.
genes (in the mouse, designated mPer1±3) and one To study the phase regulation of clock cells by GABA,
cryptochrome gene (mCry1) (Gekakis et al., 1998; Jin it was necessary to monitor a relatively stable phase
et al., 1999; Kume et al., 1999). The mPER and mCRY reference point during each circadian cycle. In the SCN
proteins, in turn, can form heterodimers and are capable brain slice, the ensemble neuronal activity peak is used
of negatively regulating their own transcription (Griffin as a phase reference point, which occurs at circadian
et al., 1999; Kume et al., 1999). The same positive and time (CT) 6 to CT 7 (see Liu et al., 1997a). However, it
negative elements that regulate the core feedback loop is difficult to use the peak of neuronal firing rate as the
also appear to directly regulate the rhythmic transcrip- phase reference point for single clock cells in culture,
tion of some clock-controlled genes (Jin et al., 1999). since the shape of activity varies substantially from day
Proteins encoded by these genes could then function to day for a single cell (Figure 1). Instead, we have found
as output signals to appropriate effector systems. On that the midpoint that equally divides the daily increase
in firing rate above the basal activity level is a much
more reliable phase reference point than the actual time* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: reppert@
helix.mgh.harvard.edu). of the peak (Figure 1). We designated the midpoint as
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For each treatment protocol, at least three cycles were
recorded before treatment and four cycles after treat-
ment. Phase shifts were estimated as the difference
between the two regression lines fitted through the
phase reference midpoints before and after treatment
(e.g., Figure 2B). The cycles during and immediately
after treatment were not used in the analysis to minimize
the contribution of acute and transient responses.
Clock Cell Firing Rates Are Inhibited by GABA
at All Circadian Times
Since GABA is the major inhibitory transmitter in brain,
we first examined its ability to acutely inhibit clock cell
firing rates. We were able to do this in the same cells
in which phase-shifting effects of the transmitter were
examined (see below).
Previous studies in vivo and in vitro have shown that
virtually all SCN neurons respond to GABA (Card and
Moore, 1984; van den Pol, 1986; Okamura et al., 1989;
Mason et al., 1991). Although the majority of studies
show that SCN neurons are inhibited by GABA, one
paper reported differential SCN responses to GABA over
the circadian cycle (Wagner et al., 1997). A recent study
using three different in vitro approaches has contested
this finding (Gribkoff et al., 1999). These in vitro studies
have all been performed on hypothalamic slices con-
taining the SCN. We thus wanted to examine the acute
effects of GABA on the firing rate rhythm of individual
clock cells in culture in which the influence of sur-Figure 1. Defining a Phase Reference Point for Clock Cells
rounding cells would be minimized.
(Top) A clock neuron was recorded on a fixed multielectrode plate
When GABA (100 mM) was added to the culture mediafor 5 days. Each point reflects the mean firing rate for a 5 min record.
for 1 hr or 6 hr at various times of the circadian cycle,Horizontal lines denote the baseline for each daily cycle. The arrows
we found that all clock cells examined (n . 50) re-show the phase reference midpoint, defined as the point that equally
divides the amount of activity above the basal activity level. sponded with complete inhibition of neuronal firing.
(Bottom) Regression line drawn through the midpoints defined Moreover, this GABA-induced inhibition occurred at all
above. phases of the circadian cycle (Figure 2A). Thus, individ-
ual clock cells do not exhibit daily sensitivity to the
CT 6 of clock cell circadian time. Regression lines acute inhibitory actions of GABA. The only difference in
through the midpoint phase reference points gave a inhibitory response between the 1 hr and 6 hr GABA
good approximation of the data, with midpoints falling pulses was that the duration of inhibition paralleled the
duration of treatment.within 2 hr from the regression line (Figures 1 and 2).
Figure 2. GABA Causes Phase-Dependent
Phase Shifts in a Single Clock Cell
(A) GABA treatment at three different phases
of a clock cell monitored continuously for 21
days. A clock neuron was recorded on a fixed
multielectrode plate for 21 days in culture.
Each point reflects the mean firing rate for a
5 min record recorded at 15 min intervals.
GABA (100 mM) was applied for 6 hr at the
times indicated.
(B) Regression analysis of GABA-induced
phase shifts depicted in (A). Circadian phase
was monitored for 4±6 days before and after
each treatment. A regression line was calcu-
lated for each interval. The phase is plotted
relative to Eastern Standard Time.
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Figure 3. Phase±Response Curve for GABA Treatment of Clock
Cells
Clock cells were treated at various times throughout the circadian
cycle with 1 hr or 6 hr GABA pulses (100 mM each). Controls were
treated with the vehicle (dH2O) and washed as for treatments. The
phase shifts (in hours) are plotted as positive (phase advances) or
negative (phase delays). For the 6 hr treatments, the response is
plotted at the midpoint of the treatment. The line denotes the shape
Figure 4. The GABAB Receptor Agonist Baclofen Causes Acute Inhi-of the phase±response curve. The horizontal dashed lines define
bition of Firing Rate but No Phase Shiftthe limits of sensitivity for phase shift detection (62 hr).
A clock neuron was recorded at 15 min intervals on a fixed multielec-
trode plate for 9 days in culture. Each point reflects the mean firing
GABA Phase Shifts Clock Cells rate for a 5 min record. A 1 hr pulse of baclofen at the time of maximal
phase delays by GABA (see Figure 3) caused acute inhibition ofin a Phase-Dependent Manner
the firing rate but no subsequent phase shift.In contrast to the ability of GABA to acutely inhibit clock
cell firing rate across the circadian cycle, GABA applica-
tion elicited phase shifts that were dependent, in both
each) produced similar phase-dependent phase shiftsdirection and magnitude, on the circadian phase of treat-
(Figure 3). GABA treatment elicited phase delays fromment. Long-term monitoring of a single clock cell for 21
CT 8±14 (maximal shift of 10 hr), phase advances fromdays in culture, for example, showed that by varying the
CT 22±04 (maximal shift of 6 hr), and no consistenttime of GABA application, relative to the circadian time
change in phase from CT 4±8 and CT 16±20 (Figure 2).of the clock cell, the transmitter elicited differential
The only difference between the phase responses to 1phase shift responses (Figures 2A and 2B). A 6 hr GABA
hr and 6 hr GABA treatments was between CT 4 andtreatment (100 mM) beginning just after the firing rate
CT 8, in which more variation in phase response wasrhythm peak caused a large phase delay; treatment dur-
found with the 6 hr treatment. The lack of a major differ-ing the trough did not elicit a demonstrable phase shift;
ence between the phase responses to 1 hr and 6 hrand treatment just prior to the firing rate peak caused a
phase advance (Figures 2A and 2B). The GABA-induced
phase shifts appeared complete by the second cycle
following treatments. Similar results were found when
clock cells were treated with 1 hr GABA pulses (100 mM)
at the three circadian times (data not shown). Control
treatments of changing media, but without adding
GABA, did not induce phase shifts (either advances or
delays) of greater than 2 hr, which defines the limit of
sensitivity for detecting a significant phase shift (see
below). Thus, circadian variations in phase-shifting re-
sponses to GABA are evident at the level of a single
clock cell.
A phase±response curve was next constructed from
a number of clock cells treated with GABA at different
times throughout the circadian cycle (n 5 41) and com-
pared with those treated with vehicle (n 5 34). Such a
curve is constructed by plotting the direction (positive
Figure 5. Phase Delays Are Induced by the GABAA Receptor Agonistsign 5 phase advance, negative sign 5 phase delay) Muscimol but Not by Baclofen
and magnitude of the induced shift relative to the circa-
Data for each treatment are for 1 hr treatments between CT 8 and
dian time of the clock cell when treatment was applied CT 14. Each values is the mean 6 SEM. GABA and muscimol caused
(Figure 3). significant phase delays versus control treatments (*p , 0.05, Stu-
dent's t test). The GABA and control data are from Figure 3.GABA treatments lasting either 1 hr or 6 hr (100 mM
Neuron
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Figure 7. GABA Synchronizes a Population of Clock Cells in Culture
Clock cells were treated with vehicle or GABA (100 mM) for 3 hr
daily for 5 days. Clock cell phase was then determined for 3±5 days
following treatments. The data are plotted on a circle representing
the circadian day. The number represent circadian time (CT). Arrows
inside the circles indicate the average phases of the distributions.
The synchrony within each group is indicated by the length of the
arrow. GABA-treated cells showed synchronization (r 5 0.88, p ,
0.001, Rayleigh test; Batschelet, 1981), while vehicle (control) treat-
ment did not (r 5 0.35, p . 0.05).
The results show that the phase-shifting effects of
GABA are mediated via GABAA receptors. The results
also show a clear dissociation between the acute inhibi-
Figure 6. Daily GABA Pulses Synchronize Clock Cells of Opposite tory and phase-shifting effects of GABA on clock cells.
Phase in the Same Culture
Two clock neurons of opposite circadian phase (red and green lines) Timed GABA Treatments Synchronize Clock
in the same culture were recorded at 15 min intervals on a fixed
Cells in Culturemultielectrode plate for 9 days in culture. Each point reflects the
If GABA is in fact involved in synchronizing clock cellsmean firing rate for a 5 min record. (A) and (B) represent two separate
cultures, each with two cells. Vertical black bars denote the times in vivo, then timed, daily treatment with GABA should
of GABA treatments (100 mM). entrain desynchronized clock cells in culture to the same
circadian phase. For this experiment, GABA (100 mM)
or vehicle was applied to cultures for 3 hr at 24 hr inter-GABA treatments is probably due to the limits of resolution
of detecting a significant phase shift. Phase shifts in the vals for 5 days. Clock cell phases were monitored be-
fore, during, and after treatments.vast majority of control-treated cells were within 62 hr,
defining the limit of significant phase shift detection. Analysis of two clock cells in the same culture that
expressed firing rate rhythms of opposite phase prior
to treatment showed that both were clearly entrainedGABA-Induced Phase Shifts Are Mediated
by GABAA Receptors to the same circadian phase by daily GABA pulses (Fig-
ures 6A and 6B). When circadian phases of several clockWe next examined which GABA receptor mediates the
phase-shifting response by applying receptor-specific cells treated with either GABA or vehicle were plotted
on a circle representing the circadian day, it was clearagonists to clock cell cultures. Of the three receptor
types, we focused on the GABAA and GABAB receptors. that the GABA-treated cells were synchronized while the
control-treated cultures were not (Figure 7). The phaseGABAC receptors were not examined, because they are
not expressed in the mouse SCN (O'Hara et al., 1995). relationship established by the GABA pulses showed
that the treatment resided between CT 13 and CT 19.Treatment with the GABAB receptor agonist baclofen
(10 mM) elicited acute inhibition of neuronal firing at CT This time seems appropriate since it is during a relatively
inactive portion of the GABA phase±response curve for10 and CT 24, but treatment at either time did not cause
a significant phase shift in clock cell firing rate rhythms single clock cells (see Figure 3).
(Figure 4 and data not shown). The GABAA receptor
agonist muscimol (10 mM), on the other hand, elicited a Discussion
clear phase delay when applied for 1 hr between CT 8
and CT 14, similar to that elicited by GABA itself (Figure Based on results presented here and elsewhere (Welsh
et al., 1995; Liu et al., 1997b), our in vitro system for5). Muscimol also acutely inhibited neuronal firing (data
not shown). monitoring dispersed SCN neurons shows that clock
GABA Synchronizes Clock Cells
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cells in the same culture express circadian rhythms of phase-shifting effect of GABA on clock cells, while the
widely different phases and period lengths. Despite hav- GABAB receptor agonist baclofen does not. The fact
ing functional synapses, cultured clock cells function as that baclofen causes acute inhibition without inducing
isolated oscillators, unencumbered by circadian influ- a phase shift demonstrates the specificity of the phase-
ences from other clock cells (Welsh et al., 1995). This shifting response through the GABAA receptor. GABAA
culture system can thus be utilized for examining phase- receptors are ligand-gated ion channels that, when acti-
shifting candidates that may be actual synchronizers of vated, lead to a flux of chloride into the cell (Whiting et
the SCN. The present results now show that GABA is al., 1999). How the subsequent hyperpolarization of the
likely a biologically relevant agent that synchronizes the cell membrane and increase in inhibitory tone mediate
SCN in vivo. phase-shifting activity is unknown. Ca21 may serve as
GABA, acting through A-type receptors, can induce a second messenger between GABA phase-shifting ac-
phase shifts in single clock cells in culture, and the tivity and perturbations of the molecular clock, as GABA
amplitude and direction of the phase shifts is determined can influence Ca21 flux in SCN neurons (Obrietan and
by the phase of clock cells at the time of treatment. van den Pol, 1995).
Furthermore, daily treatments with GABA can synchro- Our data suggest that a circadian fluctuation in GABA
nize cultured clock cells. Even though there are active release within the SCN may be important for synchroni-
GABAergic connections in our cultures (see Welsh et zation. GABA content has been measured in rat SCN
al., 1995), dilution probably keeps the level of released and found to show circadian fluctuations, but the timing
GABA below a threshold concentration necessary for of the content rhythm varies substantially between these
inducing synchronization. The daily application of high reports (Aguilar-Roblero et al., 1993; Ikeda et al., 1997).
levels of exogenous GABA (100 mM) thereby allows syn- Direct assessment of the temporal profile of GABA re-
chronization among cultured clock cells. Although our lease (rather than content) within the SCN in vivo is
data support an important role for GABA in synchroniz- needed to determine whether there is indeed a circadian
ing clock cells, our results do not exclude the possibility pattern of release.
that other diffusible substances, such as neuropeptides An important function of a synchronizing agent for
or nitric oxide, are involved. Glia, through insulating and/ the SCN is to communicate phase-induced changes in
or biochemical means, may also contribute to SCN cou- responsive neurons to the rest of the nucleus. That such
pling (Welsh and Reppert, 1996). a function exists is supported by the finding that light
Our finding that single clock cells monitored for weeks first induces mPer1 gene expression in the ventrolateral
in culture exhibit phase-dependent responses to GABA SCN, with induction then proceeding throughout the
shows that the phase-shifting effect of GABA on clock nucleus at later times (Shigeyoshi et al., 1997). Expan-
cells is in fact direct and not mediated through interac- sion of the response beyond the initial retino-recipient
tions with other cells. The ability of a single clock cell zone apparently requires a mechanism to relay informa-
to be phase shifted in the delay or advance direction or tion within the nucleus. Thus, the stable phase of the
not shifted at all, depending on the time of the circadian SCN clock maintained in daily light±dark conditions is
cycle at which the treatment is given, is profound. These likely a balance between internal synchronization (e.g.,
data strongly suggest that the phase dependence of via GABA) and phase-shifting responses to light (e.g.,
response to various stimuli manifested in animal behav- via glutamate; Ding et al., 1994) and other agents. Ulti-
ior and in SCN slices is a property of single clock cells. mately, proper SCN function requires precise coordina-
This fits nicely with the finding that the molecular feed- tion between intercellular synchronizing processes such
back loop that drives circadian oscillations resides in as those described here and the intracellular molecular
single neurons. Moreover, perturbations of this molecu- loop. The interface between these mechanisms is an
lar loop (e.g., induction of mPer1 RNA level by light) can area ripe for future study.
explain the characteristics of a phase±response curve
described for circadian behaviors in the whole animal
Experimental Procedures
(Albrecht et al., 1997; Shearman et al., 1997; Shigeyoshi
et al., 1997). Cell Culture
The single-cell phase±response curve for GABA re- SCN were obtained from 0- to 3-day-old C57/BL6 mice (Charles
ported here differs in both amplitude and shape from River) housed in environmental compartments with a daily light±dark
cycle of 12 hr light:12 hr dark. Dim red lights were on constantlythat reported in hypothalamic slices containing SCN and
during the periods of ªdarkness.º Dissections were performed atin the whole animal (reviewed by Cardinali and Golom-
midday, during the light portion of the light±dark cycle. Cylindricalbek, 1998). The existence of multiple circadian feedback
punches of unilateral SCN were made from 400 mm coronal sections,
mechanisms at the level of the tissue and organism most using a 20-gauge needle. Cells were dissociated using papain and
likely accounts for these differences. Isolated clock cells cultured as previously described (Welsh et al., 1995). Neuronal cell
would be unimpeded by such feedback mechanisms. density was z3000 cells/mm2.
Furthermore, large phase shifts manifested by isolated
clock cells could be dampened by the interactions Multielectrode Plate Recordings
Multielectrode plates developed by Gross et al. (1977) were usedamong an ensemble of clock cells in the intact SCN
for extracellular recordings of action potentials from cultured neu-(Shigeyoshi et al., 1997). The quick resetting of the firing
rons. For recordings, a multielectrode plate was connected to onerate rhythm of single clock cells by GABA also suggests
or two circuit boards containing 32 preamplifiers (Plexon) each.
that the transient distortion of behavior rhythms seen for Signals from every preamplifier can be checked by manually chang-
a few days following a phase-shifting stimulus involves ing the output connection. The entire preamplifier assembly was
downstream feedback mechanisms. maintained at 378C inside a tissue culture incubator containing
5% CO2.The GABAA receptor agonist muscimol mimics the
Neuron
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Extracellular voltage signals were amplified 10,000 times and fil- K. (1999). Circadian periods of single suprachiasmatic neurons in
rats. Neurosci. Lett. 250, 157±160.tered to a bandwidth of 3 kHz. Amplified signals were analyzed by
computer as described (Welsh et al., 1995). Offline analysis elimi- Ikeda, I., Azuma, S., and Inoue, S. (1997). Vitamin B12 enhances
nated low-amplitude noise and assigned clusters of spikes of similar GABA content but reduces glutamate content in the rat suprachias-
amplitude and width to individual cells (Meister et al., 1994). Pres- matic nucleus. Am. J. Physiol. 273, R359±R363.
ence of a clear refractory period was used as a criterion to ensure Jin, X., Shearman, L.P., Weaver, D.R., Zylka, M.J., De Vries, G.J., and
that each spike cluster reflected activity of a single neuron (see Reppert, S.M. (1999). A molecular mechanism regulating rhythmic
Welsh et al., 1995). output from the suprachiasmatic circadian clock. Cell 96, 57±68.
Circadian period for clock cell determination was calculated by
Klein, D.C., Moore, R.Y., and Reppert, S.M. (1991). Suprachiasmatic
x2 periodogram. Regression lines through the midpoint phase refer-
Nucleus: The Mind's Clock (New York: Oxford University Press).
ence points were fitted by SigmaPlot software.
Kume, K., Zylka, M.J., Sriram, S., Shearman, L.P., Weaver, D.R., Jin,
X., Maywood, E.S., Hastings, M.H., and Reppert, S.M. (1999). mCRY1
Drug Treatments and mCRY2 are essential components of the negative limb of the
Drug treatments were delivered in 4 ml of concentrated stock (diluted circadian clock feedback loop. Cell 98, 193±205.
in dH2O) to cultures containing 4 ml of culture media. Cultures were Liu, C., Weaver, D.R., Jin, X., Shearman, L.P., Pieschl, R.L., Girbkoff,washed three times in media and then fed with fresh media. Control
V.K., and Reppert, S.M. (1997a). Molecular dissection of two distinct
treatments used a 4 ml addition of dH2O to the cultures followed by actions of melatonin on the suprachiasmatic circadian clock. Neuron
the same wash procedure after drug treatments. GABA, baclofen,
19, 91±102.
and muscimol were purchased from RBI.
Liu, C., Weaver, D.R., Strogatz, S., and Reppert, S.M. (1997b). Cellu-
lar construction of a circadian clock: period determination in the
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